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Heavy landing of needle fish, Ablennes hians (Valenciennes,1846) at Sassoon
dock, Maharashtra
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Mumbai Research Centre of CMFRI, Mumbai

On 4th October, 2013 there was an unusual
landing of needle fish, Ablennes hians (Valenciennes,
1846) by multiday purse seiners at Sassoon Dock
(Fig.1). Approximately 8 tonnes of needle fish were
landed by 16 purse seiners on the day. Such a heavy
catch of needle fish is a rare phenomenon at Mumbai
where these fish are landed only occasionally. These
fishes are reef associated and highly pelagic. By
observing the structural morphology of beak like
jaws and teeth it appears that they are highly
predaceous and feeds on smaller organisms. As per
the information, the fishes appeared as a large shoal
near the shore and were caught by multiday purse
seiners fishing at depths of 10-15 m off Raigad

district of Maharashtra. The fishes were sold for
` 80/- per kg and all the catch was bought by traders
from Kerala through local venders. The fish is
greenish in colour and its flesh and vertebral
column appears bluish green even after cooking.
Therefore there is no local demand for this fish in
Maharashtra.

Random samples were collected from Sassoon
dock and brought to the laboratory. The total length
and total weight of the fishes were measured and
biological studies were carried out.  The average
weight of fishes was 500-800gm and the length
ranged from 600-800mm with the modal length
group of 700-730mm. The gonadal examination
showed both males and females were in immature
stage with a sex ratio of 1:1. It was noticed that in
these fishes the gonads were unequal in size; the
left lobe was bigger than the right one. Most of the

Fig. 1. Heavy landing of needle fish, Ablennis hians at
Sassoon Dock, Mumbai Fig. 2. Gonad and gut of needle fish

the coast. These sharks were landed in stray
numbers by mechanised gillnets, hooks and line units
in combination. This is the first time bulk landing
of shark was observed at Sassoon dock and sharks
were sold out @ ` 157/- per kg. The fishermen in
the area operate 2 to 3 different types of gear to
catch the fish in the same boat, which is attributed
to rising fuel cost and scarce catch in far off waters.

The IUCN has assessed the tiger shark, the
spot-tail shark, the bull shark and the blacktip
shark as Near Threatened, noting its numbers are
dwindling due to increasing levels of unregulated
fishing activity across its range. The slow
reproductive rate and limited habitat preferences
of species renders sharks populations vulnerable to
overfishing.
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Fig. 3. Trend of needle fish fishery in Maharashtra

guts were in half filled state consisting of
semi digested fish, cephalopods and crustaceans
(Fig.2).

Analysis of total catch of needle fishes in
Maharashtra showed an increasing trend from 2000
onwards (Fig. 3). The species contributing to the
needle fish fishery in Maharashtra are Ablennes hians
(44%), Tylosurus acus (28%), Strongylura leiura
(11%), S. strongylura (10%) and T.crocodulus (7%).
They are usually caught by gill nets, purse seines
and trawl nets.

Heavy landings of mobulids reported at Cochin Fisheries Harbour, Kerala
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Heavy landings of mobulids was seen for four
days during 19 - 22 August and again during 31 August
- 3 September 2013 at Cochin Fisheries Harbour.
During the first phase, around 600 mobulids (16
tonnes) were landed by gillnetters which operated
off the coast of Vizhinjam, Kovalam and Colachel.
The vessels operated for a period of 5-7 days in the
fishing ground 08014’N; 76033’E at a depth of 15 -30
m.  The gear used was “ozhukkuvalai” with a square
mesh size of 80 - 150 mm. On an average, 15 – 30
numbers of mobulids were landed per boat. The
three species which were landed were Sickle fin
devil ray Mobula tarpacana, Spine-tail devil ray
Mobula japanica and oceanic manta ray Manta
birostris. On 19 August, 2013, around 3.5 tonnes of
mobulids were landed. Mobula tarpacana dominated
the landings followed by Mobula japanica and Manta
birostris. On 20th August, Mobula japanica was the
dominant species; two numbers of Mobula
tarpacana were also landed. On 21st August, 115
numbers of mobulids were landed. M. japanica was
the dominant species landed; besides, 4 numbers

of M. tarpacana and 1 Manta birostris was landed.
On 22nd August around 150 numbers of mobulids
were landed with Mobula japanica dominating the
landings followed by 2 numbers of Mobula tarpacana
and 1 Manta birostris.

The second phase of heavy landing started on
31 August and extended upto 3 September 2013.
During the period, around 300 numbers of mobulids
were landed by around 24 units daily. The fishing
ground was located 08031’N; 76051’E at a depth of
180 m to 08044’N; 76045’E at a depth of 190 m. The
mobulids were caught as bycatch during tuna
fishing; the ground had a heavy population of tuna,
mobulids and sharks. The fishery coincided with the
full moon and landings reportedly decrease with
the onset of new moon. (pers. comm).

The disc width of the Mobula japanica landed
ranged between 67 - 304 cm with body weights 35
kg -300 kg; Mobula tarpacana landed had disc width
206 – 297 cm and body weight 150 -450 kg ; Manta
birostris had disc width 226 -280 cm and body
weight 320 -400 kg.




